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DATATRACE EXECUTIVE KIM ARMSTRONG NAMED A HOUSINGWIRE 2023 HW 
INSIDERS AWARD WINNER 

 

Agoura Hills, Calif., September 7, 2023 – DataTrace®, the nation’s largest provider of data 

and automation solutions to the title and settlement services industry, announced today that Kim 

Armstrong, vice president of title automation and title production services, was named one of 

HousingWire’s 2023 HW Insiders award winners. The HousingWire Insiders Award recognizes 

75 operational leaders in housing who are working behind-the-scenes to drive their companies 

and clients forward. The winners were selected by HousingWire’s selection committee based on 

their vital and dynamic contributions to their companies and the industry as a whole.  

 

“Kim’s accomplishments throughout her seven years at DataTrace are a testament to her strong 

leadership skills, passion to mentor, and commitment,” said Robert Karraa, president of 

DataTrace. “She continually anticipates customer needs and pioneers new and innovative 

approaches to meet or exceed their goals. Her expertise and deep insights into title operations 

has made her a powerful resource to customers and we are thrilled to see her efforts 

recognized.” 

 

Armstrong was recognized for her leadership of DataTrace’s Title Automation and Title 

Production Services group and integral role in the recent geographic expansion of the 

company’s automated title search capabilities and broader adoption of its digital title production 

solution. Over the past two years, Armstrong’s team has expanded its industry-leading TitleIQ™ 

search automation platform’s geographic coverage by 78%, helping more title companies 

improve the speed of title searches while reducing their cost and, in turn, streamlining real 

estate transactions for more home buyers and sellers. Together, DataTrace’s TitleIQ platform 

and its digital title production solution enable title companies to conduct automated title 

searches and rapidly deliver title documents fully integrated with property and ownership data, 

further enhancing the efficiency of the settlement process. 

 

https://www.datatracetitle.com/
https://www.datatracetitle.com/property-title-automation
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About DataTrace  
DataTrace Information Services, LLC provides advanced real estate title search technology, 

automation and production services that enable settlement services companies to quickly 

access and search regional title databases through a secure application. The DataTrace system 

delivers title history information, property tax assessment and payment data, document images 

and property profiles in 47 states across the United States. With its significant geographical 

coverage, DataTrace title plant and tax database is the broadest and most comprehensive title 

information system available and is used by the largest national title insurance underwriters. For 

additional information, visit www.DataTraceTitle.com. 
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